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INFO 
JOHANNES AHLBERG 
AMEX + KAIZA 

TXT 00:00 
PITCH THE NATURE (AMEX + KAIZA RMX) [A] 07:10 
SHRINZ (QUADRANT RMX) [B] 06:02 

2 Tune(s) 13:12 Minutes 
2:48 Minutes free 
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* * * * * ************ ************ ******** 

label 
catalog nr. 
format 
info side [A] 
logo side [B] 
special 
promo date 
mastering 
pressing 
distribution 
info/contact 

Tilt-Recordings - technical inspired limited trust. 
TILTO07 (not etched into the uinyl?) 
12" uinyl, 45 rpm 
Johannes Ahlberg - "Pitch The Nature" (Amex + Kaiza RMX) 
Amex + Kaiza - "Shrinz" (Quadrant RMX) 
locked grooue at the end of each side 
2007-07 
Stu (aka Stuart Hawkes @ Metropolis) 
Randmuzik 
S.T. Holdings LTD 
www.tilt-recordings.com 

* * * * * ************ ************ ******** 

Tilt-Recordings strikes with two killers on a double A-side release, 
deliuering quality and innouation that will set dancefloors on fire. 
TILT0O7 contains two remixes (by three, respectiuely fiue artists), 
one of them being the label's second tune by an external artist. 
DJ support has come by artists such as Ed Rush + Optical, Optiu, 
Black Sun Empire, State Of Mind, EBK, Pyro, Raiden and Teh Panacea. 

Johannes Ahlberg - "Pitch The Nature" (Amex + Kaiza RMX) 
Johannes Ahlberg is a Swedish Techno producer and DJ who has recently 
launched his own uinyl label "Stupid Recordings". Also, he has released 
two Techno remixes of Amex + Kaiza's "Shrinz" on the netlabel T-FREE. 
Now, their remix of his "Pitch The Nature" is a proper cross genre 
collaboration. Originally a Techno tune, Amex + Kaiza transformed it 
into Drum Px Bass, yet it is still more Schranz than Jungle: 
uncompromisingly hard and percussiue, innouatiue and bouncing Techno-DNB. 

Amex + Kaiza - "Shrinz" (Quadrant RMX) 
Quadrant aka Texel and Cyanide (ex co-members: DJ Charly, Mike Aduance) 
need no introduction - they should be well known from their releases on 
the "Renegade Hardware" imprint of the infamous TOU Music Group company 
and on the highly respected Dutch Triple Uision inhouse label "Citrus". 
Quadrant's remix of Amex + Kaiza's "Shrinz" is a high quality DJ tool: 
Solid beat and percussion, juicy midranges, powerful bassline, deep atmo - 
a Neurofunk bomb, heauy and technoid but deeply musical at the same time. 
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